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Inspiration Paired with 
Innovation

Bring Your Notes to Life

With the Livescribe 3 Black Edition Smartpen and the Livescribe+ mobile app, simply 
write on Livescribe paper and watch your handwritten ink appear on a tablet or 
smartphone. Users gain the benefit of always having a digital backup of their notes 
and ideas, and they can quickly share them with friends and colleagues right from their 
mobile device. They can create tasks, reminders, calendar events, new contacts and 
more, right from their notes. They can also use the mic on a tablet or smartphone to 
add recorded audio that’s synced with their handwriting so they can be sure they’ll 
never miss a word. Get more done in less time—all with just a few quick ink strokes and 
taps of a finger. Compatible with iOS and Android!

Livescribe 3 Smartpen
• Livescribe 3 Smartpen (Black Edition)

• Livescribe + Mobile App (Free Download)

• Livescribe Starter Notebook (50 sheets)

• (1) Tungsten-Carbide Ballpoint Ink  
Cartridge (Black, Medium)

• Micro USB Charging Cable

• Compatible with: iPhone® 4s (or newer), 
iPad® 3rd generation (or newer), iPad 
Mini, iPod® 5th generation (or newer), 
and iOS8 (or newer)

DSC# 81550  |  Vendor# APX-00020  |  SRP $179.95  |  Cost $149.54
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OnHand’s Best Sellers

Everlasting Nylon Cable  
USB to Lightning 8-pin
No more replacing torn and frayed cables! 5-foot Apple MFi Certified 
Charge & Sync Cables with a 1 year warranty. Designed specifically 
for students, the double braided nylon adds strength and durability 
so the cable doesn’t get torn or frayed. Your students can sync data 
and charge their device.

Black  |  DSC# 43566  |  Vendor# 8BLK-NCOH  |  SRP $19.98  |  Cost $10.94
Blue  |  DSC# 43567  |  Vendor# 8BLU-NCOH  |  SRP $19.98  |  Cost $10.94

The Best Sellers  
Impulse Bundle
OnHand’s Best Sellers Bundle is a collection of OnHand’s 
top 4 bestselling products.

Includes:

• 12 Everlasting Lightning Cables (black)

• 12 Everlasting Lightning Cables (blue)

• 12 Everlasting Micro-USB Cables (black)

• 6 Wall Outlets with Dual USB Ports (black)

DSC# 106680  |  Vendor# BS-IMOH 
SRP $797.58  |  Cost $399.96
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Backup Data On-The-Go

Gigastone iMemory Cable
Students can back up and restore their iPhone® and iPad® data  
without requiring iTunes. Personal data is protected and secure  
from unauthorized access with file encryption. Users can access  
any file anywhere at any time.

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
16GB 74752 PF-MCU216GB-R $49.99 $35.47
32GB v PF-MCU332GB-R $59.99 $46.50

Gigastone i-FlashDrive
The Gigastone i-FlashDrive MAX has a Lightning 
connector on one side and a USB 3.0 on the 
other so files can easily be transferred between 
any iOS device with Lightning connector to any 
PC/Mac or laptop without requiring iTunes.

32GB  |  DSC# 73141  |  Vendor# PF-iFMAXU332GBR 
SRP $49.99  |  Cost $40.69

64GB  |  DSC# 73142  |  Vendor# PF-iFMAXU364GBR 
SRP $69.99  |  Cost $52.31
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Protection. Sophistication. Elegance.

iGlaze Case for iPhone® 7
iGlaze safeguards your student’s 
iPhone® 7 from everyday bumps, drops, 
and scratches. Its proprietary hybrid 
construction features a shock-absorbing 
inner wall bonded to a shatter-proof 
hard shell frame. The end result is a 
lightweight and durable case that 
preserves the original slim aesthetic of 
the user’s iPhone®. 

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 105058 99MO088002
Pink 105059 99MO088301
Yellow 105060 99MO088721
Teal 105061 99MO088521

SRP $30.00  |  Cost $12.05

Armour Case for iPhone® 7
Armour safeguards your student’s 
iPhone® 7 while giving it a truly unique 
finish. The case features a diamond-cut 
aluminum backplate with a shock-
absorbing inner shell and a raised bezel 
that protects the iPhone’s display. 

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 105062 99MO088004
Gray 105063 99MO088021
Gold 105064 99MO088231
Rose Gold 105065 99MO088251

SRP $40.00  |  Cost $20.24

Luxe Case for iPhone® 7
Luxe is a metal bumper case designed 
to retain the look and feel of a naked 
iPhone® 7 while still offering first-rate 
protection. Its metal frame has been 
precision-milled from aircraft-grade 
aluminum to provide solid protection 
against everyday bumps and scrapes. A 
protective interior frame absorbs shocks 
while an acrylic backplate prevents 
scratches to the device’s back side. 

Color DSC# Vendor#
Gold 105075 99MO088253
Gray 105076 99MO088202
Pink  105077 99MO088303

SRP $45.00  |  Cost $22.59

Available for iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus.
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Introducing MEEM Memory!

MEEM Lightning USB Memory Cable for iOS
MEEM is the only product of its kind in existence: a phone charger and automatic back-up device 
all in one cable. Every time your student charges their phone, MEEM automatically backs up the 
personal data held on it to the cable itself—making MEEM a simple solution that maintains the 
safety and security of your users’ information while fitting into their daily routine.

How to setup MEEM on iOS:

1. Plug in MEEM
2. MEEM app automatically downloads
3. Set the passcode
4. Good to go!

If your students lose their phone, they simply plug the MEEM into a new phone and their photos, 
calendar, videos, and contacts will be transferred in one simple step.

32GB  |  DSC# 106678  |  Vendor# 32IOSMEEMPRI20016  |  SRP $59.99  |  Cost $37.14

NEW 
VENDOR!
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Mobile 
Productivity

Brydge 9.7 Aluminum 
Bluetooth® Keyboard
The Brydge 9.7 Bluetooth® keyboard brings 
versatility and productivity to your students’ 
fingertips. Combined with the 9.7 inch  
iPad® Pro or an iPad® Air 1 or 2, they create the 
ultimate in mobile productivity. Brydge is a 
perfect balance between tablet and laptop, 
giving students the power to be mobile and 
productive anytime, anywhere.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Silver 107412 BRY1011
Space Gray 107413 BRY1012
Gold 107414 BRY1013

SRP $129.99  |  Cost $79.27
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Express Yourself

Multipack Label Set
Meo’s newest Geometric design will definitely 
call out any Mac charger! With the Meo label 
set, students will always know which charger 
is theirs. Package includes labels for the Mac 
laptop charger, as well as the iPad® charger and 
iPhone®/Apple Watch charger.

DSC# 102054  |  Vendor# GMR-MP 
SRP $9.99  |  Cost $4.69

iPhone® Label Set
Inspired by the beautiful tiles of Marrakech, the 
Moroccan Tile label is old-world design meets 
modern-world technology. Package includes 
one label for 5W USB charger block and one 
label for Lightning cable.

DSC# 102083  |  Vendor# MR-PH 
SRP $5.99  |  Cost $3.00
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Back Up With The Best
Rugged Mini
The LaCie Rugged Mini drive is perfect for the on-the-go student; featuring shock and drop 
resistance, a rubber sleeve for added protection, and rain resistance.

• Can withstand the pressure of a 1-ton vehicle
• IP 54 rated against dust and water

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
500GB 104646 LAC301556 $74.99 $63.16
1TB 104647 LAC301558 $109.99 $86.89
2TB 104648 LAC9000298 $149.99 $126.46
4TB 104649 LAC9000633 $219.99 $173.77

Rugged Thunderbolt
The new LaCie Rugged drive is the perfect solution for the heavy data users who require extreme 
data security and mobility.

• Two-meter drop resistance
• IP 54-level protection against dust and water
• USB 3.0 and Thunderbolt ports

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
1TB 108712 STEV1000400 $159.99 $132.13

d2 USB 3.0
LaCie raised the bar on the industry’s most trusted desktop storage product, getting the job done 
faster on any computer for the student with lots of data storage needs.

• Professional speeds of up to 220MB/s
• Ultra-quiet fan-free coding

• Vibration-absorbing hard disk mounts
• All-aluminum unibody casing

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
3TB 104656 LAC9000529 $149.99 $125.32
4TB 104657 LAC9000443 $189.99 $161.13

d2 Thunderbolt 2
Students can get the job done faster on any computer with the dual Thunderbolt 2, featuring best-
in-class speed, versatility, and durability.

• All-aluminum unibody casing
• Low vibration and operating noises

Size DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
3TB 108713 STEX3000100 $269.99 $251.83
4TB 104660 LAC9000493U $319.99 $260.66
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Flexibility and Freedom 
Anytime, Anywhere

Microsoft Office Home and 
Student Mac 2016
Featuring Word 2016, Excel 2016, PowerPoint2016, 
and OneNote 2016, Microsoft Office delivers the 
tools needed to get work done from desktop to 
the web and the devices in between.

CD Included:
DSC# 105230  |  Vendor# GZA-00850 
SRP $149.99  |  Cost $134.65

Download Only: 
DSC# 105231  |  Vendor# GZA-00638 
SRP $149.99  |  Cost $134.93

Microsoft Office 365 (1-Year 
Subscription) 
Always have the latest, fully installed versions 
of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, Outlook, 
Publisher, and Access to help get things done 
from nearly anywhere on any device. Personal 
and Home Premium are downloads only. Serial# 
delivered via email.

Office 365 Personal (Download Only): 
DSC# 104030  |  Vendor# QQ2-00021 
SRP $69.99  |  Cost $58.53

Office 365 Home Premium  
(Download Only): 
DSC# 104031  |  Vendor# 6GQ-00091 
SRP $99.99  |  Cost $84.37

Office gives your students 
the freedom to get work 
done nearly anywhere, on 
their favorite devices.
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Chromecast V3
Chromecast is a media streaming device that 
plugs into the HDMI on your student’s TV. They 
simply use their mobile device and TV to watch 
their favorite TV shows, movies, music, sports, 
games, and more.

DSC# 105046 
Vendor# GA3A00093-A14-Z01 
SRP $35.00  |  Cost $33.92

Chromecast Audio
Chromecast audio is a small device that plugs 
into your student’s speakers for streaming 
music through WiFi. With the press of a button, 
students can stream their favorite music, search, 
play, pause, and queue songs, and change the 
volume from anywhere.

DSC# 105047 
Vendor# GA3A00147-A14-Z01 
SRP $35.00  |  Cost $33.92

Plug In, Connect, Enjoy
Entertainment on Your Schedule


